FAST FAI LOVER

Network is down?
Fail over to our data center.
Storage Guardian’s Fast Failover service makes it
easy and affordable to replicate your applications
and data to our data center, and to call or text
our hotline to initiate a recovery. Our automated
failover system can perform the full recovery
workflow on its own, saving critical time.

Key Features and Benefits

•
•
•

Drastically reduced recovery time

•

Easy to “fail back” to your own
servers later

Works with many backup systems
Your staff are automatically sent
VPNs to the recovered servers

How it Works
Back up your applications and data using Storage Guardian – or any other hypervisor-ready platform. If disaster
ever strikes, it’s easy to recover your data onto standby machines in our data center.

In a disaster, simply call or text our
Fast Failover hotline and enter a
secret PIN that we arrange with you
in advance.

Our automated service recovers
your apps and data onto secure
servers in our data center.

The Fast Failover system then sends
your staff VPN links to access these
servers until your own network is
back online.
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FAST FAI LOVER

Why Fast Failover?
Imagine that your network is flooded or destroyed. You need to quickly recover your apps and data onto new
hardware, and give your staff an easy way to connect to them. An engineer would need to spend a long time
configuring the servers, restoring the applications and data, and distributing VPN connections to your employees.
With Fast Failover, the whole recovery workflow is automated, fast and efficient.

Key Benefits

Fully automated

Platform agnostic

Secure and compliant

Affordable

Traditional data recovery
often takes several steps and
requires the involvement of an
engineer. Fast Failover requires
no network engineering
expertise.

Any company or MSP that
uses a hypervisor-based
backup sets can use our
Fast Failover service,
regardless of the backup
software that they use.

If you use Storage Guardian
for the backup, your data is
stored in our SAS 70 Type
II data center and meets
industry regulations such as
HIPAA, SSAE 16 SOC 2 and
FIPS and CICA 5790.

Our economies of scale
enable us to provide prices
that are similar to those of
conventional cloud hosting
platforms such as AWS.
Contact us for a quote.

Recover yourself

Phone-based recovery

Free VPNs

Easy fail-back

Initiate a recovery on your
own, 24/7/365, with no
necessary input or support
from an engineer. Just call our
Fast Failover service and
follow the prompts.

If the internet is down in a
disaster, you can use your
regular phone (landline or
cell) to initiate a recovery.

In a disaster, you and your
staff are emailed virtual
private network links along
with instructions on how to
connect.

Once the disaster is over
and your in-house systems
are back online, our
established processes are
in place to make it easy to
migrate back to them.
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